
The classic CMC Rescue 8 has
been refined for even bet-
ter performance with
the current selec-
tion of rescue rope
sizes from 7/16" to
5/8". Today 5/8" rope is no
longer common and the
smaller dimensions of the
new design provide
greater control. CMC's
exotic proprietary finish on the
aluminum model provides 
outstanding wear resistance. The
nickel-chrome plated steel model
excels in the exceptionally high wear
situations such as helicopter operations
or sandy, gritty environments. The
extended carabiner hole provides room
for multiple carabiners. Large hole diameter:
2.5". Ship. wt. 1 lb.

SMC’s Rigging Plate features five oval
shaped holes, which allows carbiners to be
inserted easier. Numbered holes
make it quick to organize con-
nections. Machined from
1/2" aircraft aluminum
plate and anodized
red. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

These pulleys were designed
for rescue operation by Russ
Anderson. The sideplates are
made of stainless steel. 
They rotate freely allowing
the pulley to be installed on
the rope at any point. 
Pulley models accept 3/4".
Double pulleys have one
becket with a 3/4" diameter
hole for ease in rigging block
and tackle systems. Available with oilite bronze
bushing or with sealed ball bearing. 
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

SMC Rigging Plate

AZ584 SMC Rigging Plate $45.95

AW223 NFPA Brake Bar Rack $102.95
BH029 NFPA Rack 90˚ Eye $102.95

SMC NFPA
Brake Bar Rack

Tie-off bar 
5 aluminum bars

6 bar rack frame
6,000 lb. rating

CMC Anchor Plate keeps the 
carabiners holding the different
parts of the rescue system from
jamming together. The hard-
ware becomes easier to
see, making safety
checks more accurate.
For anchor systems, it
makes an excellent
connection point. 
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW214 CMC Anchor Plate $46.95

Cat# Description Size Ship. wt. Price
BA080 Rescue Edge Pad L 30"x34" 2 lbs. $32.95
BA081 Rescue Edge Pad XL 60"x34" 3 lbs. $46.95

CMC Anchor Plate
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - General Use

CMC Rescue
Edge Pad

Heavy-duty edge pad
made from rugged 24 oz, #4 canvas. Protects ropes from abrasion
and helps keep them clean, increasing their life. Also reduces the
amount a rope digs into a soft edge, such as the berm of a road.
Corner grommets allow for anchoring in place when needed.

AW211 2" x 1/2" Oilite Pulley $38.95
AW212 2" x 1/2" Double Oilite Pulley $67.95
AW213 4" x 5/8" NFPA Ball Bearing Pulley $143.95

AW222 CMC Steel Rescue 8 $72.95
BA079 CMC Aluminum Rescue 8 $46.95

With the large diameter brake bars and the
addition of the SMC Tie-Off Bar, the SMC
Brake Bar Rack passes the test for general 
use rating without the use of a connector bar.
This improvement maintains the rack’s 
performance while greatly increasing the 
ability to adjust the friction. Assembly
required, instructions included. NFPA 1983
(2001) - General Use. NFPA 3 sigma MBS:
4,946 lbs. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 

SMC/RA Pulleys

AW222

BA079

CMC Rescue 8 Descenders
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - General Use
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AA932 Grappling Hook $113.95

Made of 1/2" forged steel eyebolt welded with
5-chrome alloy steel tines, which are heat treated
and coated with tough epoxy for long lasting
protection. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

Grappling Hook
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